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The Leadership team for this camp is as follows:

  
  

Ian Mitchell - Camp Leader: with many years experience as a Scout Leader and a Mountain
guide Ian is perfectly placed to lead an expedition of this type, to such a location. Ian will have
overall responsibility for the smooth running of the week long camp, ensuring the Scouts
happiness and well being.

  

Ian Mitchell - Activities Coordinator: Ian's success at organising the activities at several
Camps is perfectly placed for this role. Ian will be responsible for ensuring that the activities are
booked (if required) and that the Scouts know where they need to be and are ready for each
activity on time. Ian will be supported by ??.

  

Paul Richards - Safety, health & hygiene and First Aid Officer: Paul is responsible for the
general well being of the team, including the leaders. In the unlikely and unfortunate event of an
accident, Paul will be responsible for liasing with any local Doctors/Hospitals. Paul will also be
responsible for ensuring any Scouts with medication take them as prescribed.

  

?? - Chef & Food: ?? is responsible for ensuring that food is provided at meal times (either by
the centre for main meals, or by buying local produce for breakfast and lunch) and for managing
the duty patrol, who will be responsible for cleaning up after meals. ?? will be supported by
Claire and
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Young Leaders - Media Manager: The Young Leaders will be responsible for ensuring that the
whole week is recorded, using photos and videos. Whilst at camp they will run the camp blog
that will allow parents to track what is going on on a daily basis. Upon our return, they will be
producing a DVD of the weeks events for parents.

    

Additionally each leader will be assigned a group of 4-6 Scouts to manage whilst off site on
activities. This means that no one person is responsible for looking after a big group of Scouts.
Using this approach makes it easier to manage the Scouts, ensure their safety and has minimal
impact on services we use (for example security at the airport).
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